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SECTION - A

Answer all questions. Each carries 1 mark.

1. Define null space of a matrix A.

2. Write a basis other than standard basis for /P2

Define linear dependence of vectors in/Rn

What can you say about the eigen values of an nxn symmetric matrix A if the
quadratic form X|AX is negative definite?

Could a 6 x 9 matrix have a hvo dimensional null space?

True of False : lf s spans V and iI T is a subset of y that contains more vectors
than S, then f is linearly dependent.

3.

4.

6.

P.T.O.



fi

7. True ot False : I he only 3-dimensional subspace ot lR3 is lR3

What is the dimension of the vector space /Rn over R?

What is the size of the matrix of a linear transformation from
IR?

itself.

/R5 to R6 or"r

10. lf the null space of a 5 x 6 matrix A is 4-dimensional, what is the dimension of
the column space of A ?

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions. Each carries 2 marks.

Prove that bn nxn matrix with n distinct eigen values is diagonalizable.

Let A=11 ul.a=lu lrno;=13 l.nr" a and v eioen vectors of A?
15 2)- L-51 L 2)

8.

9.

't1

12

14.

'15.

I

t3 6 -81
13. What are the eigen vatues of 

^ l: : : ],

lf i is an eigen vector for A

Find r(ao +a,t+a,t'), f r is

l3
retative ro @.= {r,t,f } is I o

lr

corresponding to , , what is A3i ?

the linear transformation from P2 to P2 whose matrix

4 ol
I5 lt.
I

2 7l

16. Find the standard matrix A for the dilation transformation for i in /Rr(x)= s,
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11 -4 I 1'l

'17. Let T bethe linear transformation whose standard matrix is A=lO 2 13
100 05l

43
Does f map R onto /R ? ls f a one-to-one mapping?

18. Let s= F,t,f ,...,f1. Verify that s is a basis for Pn , the set of all polynomials of
degree < n.

19. Determine the dimension ofthe subspace H of /R3 spanned by the vectors q,t,
121 l3l t-1,tltt

and i3 where t,-l 81, n,-l-7,n.-l 6

Lol [,] trl
20. What is the coordinate matrix of (1,7,3) with respect to the standard basis

(1, o, oxo, 1,oxo,o, i)) ?

21. Define norm of a vector t .

t 51 14t31
22. Show that d is orthogonal to c where ;=l o I u"o 

" 
-] -, 

I

l-11 l2t3)

23. Give an example of a subset of /R3 that is not a subspace of /Rt.

24. lf a set S = {v1,v2,...,v p} in /Rn contains the zero vector, then prove that the set

S is linearly dependent.

. 25. computethequadraticforrir xrAx when 
^=l?^';1r* "=[;:]

3

26. Show that I = (3,0,0), (0,3,0),(0,0,3)) is a basis for /R .

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each carries 4 marks.

27. Use Cramer's rule to solve the system

3\-2x2 = 6;- 5x1+ 4xe = 8.

28. Find the inverse of the matrix

33. Find a basis for the null space of the matrix

j
)

12 , 3l
11 'r 11.

l, o ,l
29. Find the characteristic polynomial and eigen values ofthe matrix [1 :111 1l

21. rind, forrrt" for A^. oiven that A- PDp 1

1l :so. r"r,a=17.l4

spanned,by {v ,,v,,v r,v o} .

32 checkwhe,he, 

{lil lj]l]j}
l-3 6 -'t I 7f

o=l , 2 2 3 ,rl

lz-oua-o)
ft 1lT qlt 7 ll
]l .I] ;l o f isabasisrorR3.

ll ,lL , lL ,ll

3r Let v1=l+]'=[1,,-i;],.=[i] Find a basis ror the subspace r,1,

is a basis for /R

4

34. Determine whether the set
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l-6 .3 1.1

35. ls 5 an eiqen value of e- lg o slZ

lzza|1
36. Let T: lR --+ tR be a linear transformation. Then prove that f is one-to-one if

and only if I(x) = 0 has only the trivial solution.

37. Find lhe dimensions of the null space and the column space of
1 -6 I 0 -2
0 1 2 -4 5

00051
00000

38. Let I(x1,x2)= (3x, + xr,5x., +7 xr,x, + 3xr\. Show that T is a one-to-one linear
23

transformation Does T maps R onto /R .

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTIbN _ D

Answer any two questions. Each carries 15 marks.

39. Find an orthogonal basjs for the column space of the matrix

3 -5 1

111
-1 5 -2
3-7 8

ll 3 3l
40. Diagonalize the following matrix A-l 3 -5 -31.

L3 3 1l

41. (a) lt avector space y has a basis $= 10,,...,0"), then prove that any set jn v
containing more than , vectors must be linearly dependent.

(b) Findthedimensionorthesubspace, ]]:';:ir"l,,b,.,d i" /Rl

[; ] l
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t4 -1 6l
42. (a) Lel o=1, , ol. ts Z an eigen value of A? lf so, find a basis for the

lz -t al
corresponding eigen space.

(b) Prove that the eigen values of a triangular matrix are the entries on its main
diagonal.

43. Show that the mapping T: F2 -+ Fz defined by T(ao+al+art2\=a1+2a2t is a

linear transformation. Also find the @-matrix for T where $. is the basis {1,f,t2}.

fl 1l

ll,la+ srrow tnat 
]lr I

iLll

ol toll
,lloll 4

., ll,ll "a 
basis for a subspace W of tR and constuct an

i.l L1lJ
orthonormal basis for W.

(2x15=30 arts)
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